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To be the best version of yourself
 

That phrase has come to me recently…I recalled my eighteenth when I felt myself the most confident.

I was in a good shape, involved into the students’ activities, my grades were high. I was satisfied with

all that. In addition, I had an attention of the coolest guy at my university which is not the final goal,but

affected my self-estimate of those times. Today when years have gone, I still want to come back to

this eighteen years girl,who was strong enough to not listen to anyone,to hold own opinions and views

regardless. Under the pressure of circumstances and people’s influence, I’ve been told that I’m not

right,my standards are too high,I demand and expect too much and,finally, I am so stubborn,so I don’t

give people a chance. So, I’ll be forever alone with all my principles. Surprisingly, it affected me at

some point. Not the fear to remain alone,but the possibility to attract something new,maybe better,to

my life if I give up on some of my views. Yeah,that action changed my life. It touched my

appearance,my inner state,my brain…I was pulled into humiliating relationships without even

understanding that they really are. I already didn’t realize where I am, who I’m dating and whether it

normally or not. Just after a time after breaking up, I’ve come to the conclusion that the relationships

were a disaster, that I forgave too much, I tolerated too much…and, eventually...full story you can

read here http://citadin-du-monde.tumblr.com/
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Why is the website called bytestories.com?

 

This is a place for "byte-sized" stories and there is a 1500 character (about 250 words) limit for two

main reasons. Firstly, we want you to know that "War and Peace" isn't required to leave your mark.

Secondly, it takes about 2 minutes to read each story meaning you can head here whenever you want

a quick (and entertaining) read.  

 

If you would like to share a story or create your own eBook, simply head to bytestories.com, Register

an account and click on the "Share a Story" button.
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